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TV Series
English subtitles

 In italics = British series
 Shaded cells = Teenagers’ favourites

Title

Genre

Seasons

24

Political thriller – highly-proficient agent with an "ends justify the means" approach

1, 2, 3

Being Human

Being Human is a supernatural drama TV series. It blends elements of flatshare comedy and horror drama

1, 2, 3 & 4

Big little lies

Dark comedy set in idyllic California town where success is undone by secrets, deceptions and murder

1

Big Bang Theory

Popular American sitcom based around nerdy geniuses

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Black Mirror

Drama series that shows the dark side of life and technology

1, 2

Borgias

Historical fiction drama TV series based on the rise of power by the Borgias clan led by Pope Alexander VI

1,2,3

Boston Legal

American legal dramedy. 2004 to 2007: several Primetime Emmy and Golden Globe Awards

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Breaking bad

American crime drama television series widely regarded as one of the greatest television series of all times

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6

Broadchurch

British TV crime drama: whodunnit mystery

1, 2

Brothers and sisters

American drama series that centres on the Walker family and their lives in Pasadena, California

1, 2, 3, 4 & 5

Coupling

British television sitcom that centres on the dating adventures and mishaps of 6 friends in their 30s

1, 2, 3 & 4

Crown, the

British historical drama series based on Queen Elizabeth´s journey to lead the world most famous monarchy

1

CSI Las Vegas

American crime drama television series

1

Damages

Legal thriller set in NY City high-stakes litigation, which shows the true nature of power and success

1, 2, 3, 4 & 5

Desperate Housewives

American television dramedy-mystery series that follows the lives of a group of women

All 8 seasons

Downton Abbey

British period drama television series depicting the life of an aristocratic family and their servants

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, F,

Durrells, The

Drama series based on Gerald Durrell's 3 autobiographical books about his family's 4 years on Corfu 1935-39

1

Fall, The

British-Irish: A serial killer who is attacking young professional women in Belfast is on the loose

1, 2, 3

Fargo

Various chronicles of deception, intrigue and murder in and around frozen Minnesota

1

Fawlty Towers

British sitcom based in a crazy hotel

1&2

Frazier

Boston Psychiatrist has left his life there to start afresh in Seattle. Plenty of humour

1

Friends

The series revolves around a group of friends in Manhattan

All 10 seasons

Game of Thrones

Fantasy series set in fictional continents at the end of a decade-long summer: it interweaves several plots

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Futurama

Animated science fiction sitcom. Its creator envisaged it while working in The Simpsons

1

Christmas, A journey to the
Highlands & A Moorland
holiday

Glee

Musical comedy-drama that focuses on a high school glee club [group of people who dance & sing]

1, 2

Good Wife, The

Legal drama picturing a middle-aged woman going back to work after the scandal surrounding her husband

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Gossip Girl

It revolves around the fictional lives of upper-class adolescents living in Manhattan's Upper East Side

1, 2

Grey’s Anatomy

Medical drama which has received numerous awards and has been included in various critics' top ten lists

1, 2, 3

Happy Valley

British TV crime drama. Yorkshire police sergeant Catherine Cawood tries to solve a secret kidnapping plot

1, 2

Heroes

Science fiction series that tells the stories of ordinary people who discover superhuman abilities

1, 2, 3 & 4

Homeland

American terrorism thriller based on CIA troubled operatives

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

House of Cards

American political TV drama series set in the Oval Office

1, 2, 3 & 4

How I met your mother

American sitcom that follows the social and romantic lives of a group of friends

All 9

How to get away with murder

American drama thriller, a prominent criminal defence attorney gets involved in roller coaster court cases

1&2

Hustle

The story of a group of elite con artists, who each week pull off a complicated scam with several twists

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

In treatment

American series about a 50-something psychologist and his weekly sessions with patients

1, 2 & 3

Inbetweeners

British series that shows the life of suburban teenagers

1, 2 & 3

IT Crowd

British sitcom set in the fictional Reynholm Industries – it revolves around the 3 staff members of its IT Dep

1, 2, 3

The Knick

Medical American drama set in 1900. How the staff struggle to keep the hospital going

1,2

Line of Duty

British TV crime drama, a fictional police squad assigned with uncovering corruption within the police force

1, 2, 3, 4

Lie to me

American TV crime drama, a psychologist who reads clues to uncover the truth in criminal investigations

1, 2, 3

Lipstick Jungle

A look at the lives of three of "New York's 50 Most Powerful Women," according to The New York Post

1

Little Britain Abroad

Christmas special where characters from the show were depicted as visiting other countries

--

Little Britain [UK]

Humour – hilarious exploration of the British Isles and its curious inhabitants

1, 2 & 3

Lost

Drama with elements of science fiction and the supernatural that follows the survivors of a plane crash

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6

Lost in Austen

Four-part British series: a fantasy adaptation of Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

1

Luther

British psychological crime drama TV series. Highly talented DCI John Luther is to solve high-profile murders

1, 2 , 3, 4

Mad Men

Drama series about the lives of the men and women who work in an advertising agency in NY in the 60s

All 7 seasons

Medici

Italian-British television drama series about the Medici dynasty set in 15th-century Florence

1

Medium

Drama about a medium employed as a consultant for the district attorney's office

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Merlin

British fantasy-adventure about Merlin, a young wizard who arrives in the kingdom of Camelot

1, 2

Mistresses

British serial drama that follows the lives of four female friends and their involvement in illicit relationships

1, 2 & 3

Modern Family

American comedy presented in mockumentary style and showing the life of three related families

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Northern Exposure

American comedy-drama: recently graduated New York doctor is sent to practise in Alaska

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6

Ruth Rendell Mysteries

British television adaptations of mystery writer Ruth Rendell's stories

All seasons

Office, The

Mockumentary takes a look at the lives of some people who work in the same company

1&2

Outlander

American-British drama based on the historical time travel Outlander novels by Diana Gabaldon

1, 2, 3, 4 & 5

Orange is the new black

American comedy-drama based on Piper Kerman's memoirs about her experiences in prison

1&2

Peaky Blinders

Post WW1 Birmingham crime drama series told from criminal gang Thomas Shelby’s point of view

1, 2, 3

Prison Break

Drama that revolves around two brothers: one sentenced to death, the other helping him escape prison

1, 2, 3 & 4

Revenge

American drama TV series about … revenge

1

Rome

A down-to-earth account of the lives of both illustrious & ordinary Romans in the last days of the Republic

1&2

Sex and the City

Dramedy that follows the lives of a group of four women: three in their mid-thirties and one in her forties

All 6 seasons

Six feet under

Drama series that takes a darkly comical look at members of a dysfunctional family that run a funeral home

1, 2, 3

Skins

British teen drama that follows the lives of a group of teenagers through the two years of sixth form

1, 2

Spooks [=spies]

Drama series that follows the work of a group of MI5 officers in the headquarters of the UK Security Service

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

The L Word

Drama series portraying the lives of a group of lesbian, bisexual, straight and transgender people

1

13 reasons why

Popular teenage drama series accused of dangerous sensationalism, about a teenager who takes her own life

1

Tudors

American historical fiction TV series loosely based upon the reign of King Henry VIII of England

1, 2, 3 & 4

Tunnel, the

British-French drama TV series. Two detectives, one from France one from the UK must work together

1,2

Two and a half men

Sitcom revolving around two brothers’ conflicting lifestyles

1

Versailles

Historical fiction TV series at how Louis XIV kept the nobles under control in the most extraordinary castle

1

Victoria

British historical drama TV series based on Queen Victoria’s reign

1

Vikings

Irish-Canadian historical drama television filmed in Ireland

1, 2, 3, 4[1]

Wire, the

American crime drama about the efforts of the Baltimore police to curb illegal drug dealing gangs

1, 2, 3, 4 & 5

Xena Warrior Princess

From USA & New Zealand: supernatural fantasy adventure series that follows Xena’s exploits

6
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